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Originally known as a brand for greeting cards, Hallmark has seen a surge in popularity
since the early 2010s for its made-for-TV movies and television channels: the Hallmark
Channel and its spinoffs, Hallmark Movie Channel (now Hallmark Movies & Mysteries)
and Hallmark Drama. Hallmark's brand of comforting, often sentimental content
includes standalone movies, period and contemporary television series, and mystery
film series that center on strong, intuitive female leads. By creating reliable and
consistent content, Hallmark offers people a calming retreat from the real world. This
collection of new essays strives to fill the void in academic attention surrounding
Hallmark. From the plethora of Christmas movies that are released each year to the
successful faith-based scripted programming and popular cozy mysteries that air every
week, there is a wealth of material to be explored. Specifically, this book explores the
network's problematic relationship with race, the dominance of Christianity and
heteronormativity, the significance placed on nostalgia, and the hiring and re-hiring of a
group of women who thrived as child stars.
She loves her friends and students in the West, but family obligations have called her
home. Where does she truly belong? After a year of teaching in the Canadian West,
Beth Thatcher returns home to her family. She barely has time to settle in before her
mother announces plans for a family holiday--a luxurious steamship tour along the
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eastern coast of Canada and the United States. Hoping to reconnect with her mother
and her sisters, Beth agrees to join them, but she quickly realizes that things have
changed since she went away, and renewing their close bond is going to be more
challenging than she expected. There's one special thing to look forward to--letters and
telephone calls from Jarrick, the Mountie who has stolen her heart. The distance
between them is almost too much to bear. But can she give her heart to Jarrick when it
will mean saying good-bye to her family once again--and possibly forever? And will she
still want to live in the western wilds after the steamship tour opens up a world of people
and places she never imagined? Then comes a great test of Beth's faith. Someone in
her family has trusted the wrong person, and suddenly everything Beth knows and
loves is toppled. Torn between her family and her dreams, will Beth finally discover
where her heart truly belongs? A companion story to Hallmark Channel's When Calls
the Heart TV series!
Two love stories in one, set in the Canadian west. Introducing Christine and Henry,
siblings not by bloodline but by family ties that prove even stronger.
Inspiring Conclusion to a Popular Series with a TV tie-in When Beth Thatcher returns to
Coal Valley, she has much to be excited about. She anticipates Jarrick's proposal of
marriage and perhaps a spring wedding. The mine is expanding, and there are more
schoolchildren than ever. But the town's rapid growth brings many challenges. A
second teacher is assigned, and Beth finds herself going head-to-head with a very
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different philosophy of education--one that dismisses religion and rejects God. Fearful
for the children who sit under the influence of Robert Harris Hughes, Beth struggles to
know how to respond. At the same time, Beth wonders if Jarrick is considering a
position at her father's company simply for her sake. Should she admit her feelings on
the matter? Or keep silent and allow Jarrick to make up his own mind?
A young Eskimo hunter fights for survival while stranded on an isolated and desolate
island.
Christine is recovering from a broken heart and finds solace in helping her adored
brother Henry settle into married life. The "call of the North" tugs at her, making one
young man's interest in her doubly attractive--but also filling her with uncertainty. Is
Christine willing to give up her dreams of living in the North and let God help her
choose a lifelong love?
**AVAILABLE TO PRE-ORDER NOW** The author of the Sunday Times bestselling Outlander
series returns with the newest novel in the epic tale. Jamie Fraser and Claire Randall were torn
apart by the Jacobite Rising of 1745, and it took them twenty years to find each other again.
Now the American Revolution threatens to do the same. It is 1779 and Claire and Jamie are at
last reunited with their daughter, Brianna, her husband, Roger, and their children on Fraser's
Ridge. Having the family together is a dream the Frasers had thought impossible. Yet even in
the North Carolina backcountry, the effects of war are being felt. Tensions in the Colonies are
great and local feelings run hot enough to boil Hell's tea-kettle. Jamie knows loyalties among
his own tenants are split and the war is on his doorstep. It's only a matter of time before the
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shooting starts. Not so far away, young William Ransom is still coming to terms with the
discovery of his true father's identity - and thus his own. Lord John Grey also has
reconciliations to make and dangers to meet . . . on his son's behalf, and his own. Meanwhile,
the Southern Colonies blaze, and the Revolution creeps ever closer to Fraser's Ridge. And
Claire, the physician, wonders how much of the blood to be spilt will belong to those she loves.
Discover love in Hope Valley. Inspired by best-selling author Janette Oke and the Hallmark
Channel original TV series When Calls the Heart, Brian Bird and Michelle Cox explore the lovefilled moments from the fictional early 1900s town of Hope Valley. Stories of romantic love, as
well as love between families, neighbors, and friends, will touch your heart and encourage your
soul to recognize the potential of love in your life. Each of the thirty chapters contains a quote
from one of your favorite citizens in Hope Valley, a Bible verse, a devotional reading, a prayer,
and questions for reflection. You’ll also find poignant real-life stories and love-in-action ideas
for sharing God’s love with others. Join us on this journey as we focus on tender moments
found in Hope Valley. When God calls your heart to love, something extraordinary is about to
happen.
So much has been accomplished. Lillian Walsh has stepped out courageously beyond what
she'd ever dreamed of being able to achieve. She and her newly rediscovered sister, Grace,
have settled three children from England into new Canadian homes and are prepared to place
two more just after the New Year, when it happens--another painful disruption. A white lie the
sisters used to protect some orphans has resulted in an official complaint and a letter revoking
the sisters' permission to manage their little children's home. And unexpectedly, Walter, the
young man who has won Lillian's heart, departs for a job in the oil industry without leaving any
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hope for their future, making her confused and lonely. With more children on their way from
England needing caring homes, Lillian and Grace must use every ounce of gumption to keep
their mission alive. But when startling information about the past surfaces and a new arrival
comes via suspicious circumstances, they'll have to decide what is worth fighting for and what
is better left in God's hands.
Elizabeth, the cultured young schoolteacher from the East, has braved the western frontier and
spent a year teaching in a one-room schoolhouse. How she and Wynn are planning their
wedding and their new life together at his outpost in the far north. While Wynn is accustomed
to life in the north, Elizabeth is not. Can their love for each other sustain them through a harsh
winter, loneliness, and rigors of life without any of the conveniences they're used to? Book 2 of
the bestselling Canadian West series.
Having survived the harshness of their first year in the far Northwest, Elizabeth and Wynn, her
Royal Canadian Mountie, now face new challenges. Just when they've made new friends and
started a new school, they are presented with a new posting. It seems Elizabeth's dreams for a
family and home of her own are not to be. Will their love for each other, hope for the future,
and their faith in God carry them through the crushing disappointments? Book 3 of the
bestselling Canadian West series.
Love Comes Softly introduced the characters of Marty and Clark Davis, whose tragic
circumstances brought them to a "marriage of convenience" on the frontier prairies during the
mid 1800s. The story of how Clark's patient, caring love mirrored that of the heavenly Father,
drawing Marty to faith and to love, has captured the hearts and imaginations of over one million
readers on Book One alone!
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The new novel from two time Pulitzer Prize nominee Russell Banks At the center
of Foregone is famed Canadian American leftist documentary filmmaker Leonard
Fife, one of sixty thousand draft evaders and deserters who fled to Canada to
avoid serving in Vietnam. Fife, now in his late seventies, is dying of cancer in
Montreal and has agreed to a final interview in which he is determined to bare all
his secrets at last, to demythologize his mythologized life. The interview is filmed
by his acolyte and ex-star student, Malcolm MacLeod, in the presence of Fife's
wife and alongside Malcolm's producer, cinematographer, and sound technician,
all of whom have long admired Fife but who must now absorb the meaning of his
astonishing, dark confession. Imaginatively structured around Fife's secret
memories and alternating between the experiences of the characters who are
filming his confession, the novel challenges our assumptions and understanding
about a significant lost chapter in American history and the nature of memory
itself. Russell Banks gives us a daring and resonant work about the scope of one
man's mysterious life, revealed through the fragments of his recovered past.
'Russell Banks is, word for word, idea for idea, one of the great American
novelists. Foregone is a book about not coming to a conclusion. Banks presents
us with a series of mirrors, some of them broken, some of them intact, and all of
them wildly reflective of our times. It is a book about the shifting shapes of
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memory and the chimerical nature of our lives' - Colum McCann 'Russell Banks,
as cinematographer, is known to move in close. Foregone focuses his sharp eye
on the feints and fictions amid life's "facts," as he reveals his fascinatingly fallible
character, Fife, whose personal life has been contextualized by history. As we zigzag through the character's past and present, it becomes apparent that the writer
is simultaneously, and subtly, demonstrating the act of writing fiction. Fife is aptly
named; he's an instrument piercing the soundtrack we call life, as the drummer
marches on' - Ann Beattie
Janette Oke's beloved story of a young teacher moving west has captured the
hearts of millions.
Ariana loves her life as a schoolteacher in a little frontier town. But one evening
after classes are done and she prepares to hurry home, her life changes in an
instant when a band of rough outlaws abduct her and take her far away from all
she has ever known. Trapped in a small shack, Ariana prays and waits, her
emotions swinging between terror and boredom as days stretch into weeks. Still,
the outlaws refuse to tell her why they've taken her or what they plan to do. Then
the boss's son appears in the doorway of her cabin. He seems different from the
others, but can she trust him? Will she ever again see her mother and father, the
couple who lovingly adopted her and raised her as their own? Will she ever wear
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the beautiful wedding dress so carefully saved for her--her one remaining link to
her birth parents?
A collection of four novels includes When Calls the Heart, When Comes the
Spring, When Breaks the Dawn, and When Hope Springs New and portrays
hardships and joys of life and love on the Canadian prairie.
Rachel has no trouble believing in spirits. It's the living she has a tough time
believing in. The man she's in love with? Taken. The job she loved? Gone. Her
neighbours? They're taping religious tracts to her door. Then a rebellious
teenager Wiccan accidentally summons the area's ancestral Viking spirits -- who
promptly bring their thousand-year war to the remote Newfoundland fishing
village. If Rachel's going to have any hope of sending the spirits to their peace,
she'll have to stop drooling over unattainable men and trust her 93-year-old
neighbour to help her stand against the spirits before their supernatural war
engulfs them all.
Henry--a Canadian Mountie like his father--struggles between the call of duty and
the call of his heart. When he informs a young logger's wife of her husband's
death, the memory of that loss haunts him for years. Assigned to a new beat five
years later, he rediscovers Amber and gains her trust...and eventually her heart.
Suspended in a strangely modern-day version of limbo, a young man must create a life for
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himself in the wake of incarceration. Known only as the Kid, and on probation after doing time
for a liaison with an underage girl, he is shackled to a GPS monitoring device and forbidden to
live within 2,500 feet of anywhere children might gather. With nowhere else to go, the Kid takes
up residence in a makeshift encampment with other convicted sex offenders. Barely beyond
childhood himself, the Kid is in many ways an innocent, trapped by impulses and foolish
choices. Enter the Professor, a man who has built his own life on secrets and lies. A university
sociologist of enormous size and intellect, he finds in the Kid the perfect subject for his
research on homelessness and reoffending sex offenders. The two men forge a tentative
partnership. But when the Professor's past resurfaces and threatens to destroy his carefully
constructed world, the balance in the two men's relationship shifts. Suddenly, the Kid must
reconsider everything he has come to believe, and choose what course of action to take when
faced with a new kind of moral decision.
Janette Oke's beloved story of a young teacher moving west concludes with a poignant and
touching tale. Canadian West book 4.
Leaving behind their dear friends in Beaver Creek, Elizabeth and Wynn take over an even
more primitive RCMP outpost in the Canadian Northwest. Elizabeth finds herself totally
isolated when the local Indian women are afraid to even communicate with her. The Delaney's
thought they had already faced the most crushing disappointment of their lives when they saw
little Sammy disappear from view in the arms of his father. Would they be able to survive the
challenges ahead? Book 4 of the bestselling Canadian West series.
Josh Jones realizes his family isn't typical, but it's the only life he's ever known. Aunt Lou,
Gramps, Uncle Charlie, Grandpa--they all have shaped the young man he has become. But as
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he grows into manhood, Josh begins to face important questions about life, love, and faith.
Three million books sold in the series!
As a young girl, Lillian Walsh lost both her parents and a younger sister. Now in her twenties,
after enduring the death of her adoptive mother, Lillian must find her place in the world. Just as
her adoptive father is leaving for an extended trip to his native Wales, a lawyer appears at the
door to inform Lillian that she has inherited a small estate from her birth parents--and that the
sister she had long believed dead is likely alive. When she discovers that her sister, Grace, is
living in a city not far away, Lillian rushes to a reunion, fearful that the years of separation will
make it hard to reconnect. When the two sisters meet, Grace is not at all what Lillian expected
to find. Though her circumstances have been difficult, Grace has big dreams. Can Lillian set
aside her own plans to join her sister in an adventure that will surely change them both?
All theater romances are tragedies. Ella Blythe knows this. Still, she cannot help but hope her
own story may turn out different than most--and certainly different than the tragic story of the
Ghost of Craven Street Theater. Yet as she struggles to maintain her tenuous place in the evershrinking ballet company, win the attentions of principal dancer Philippe, and avoid company
flirt Jack, Ella cannot deny the uncanny feeling that her life is mirroring that of the dead
ballerina. Is she dancing ever closer to the edge of her own tragic end? Or will the secrets that
are about to come to light offer release from the past? Mystery and romance make the perfect
dance partners in this evocative story from fan-favorite Joanna Davidson Politano.

Her courage and her heart will be tested in ways she never expected... Beth
Thatcher has spent her entire life in the safe, comfortable world of her family, her
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friends, and the social outings her father's wealth provides. But Beth is about to
leave it all behind to accept a teaching position in the rugged foothills of western
Canada. Inspired by her aunt Elizabeth, who went west to teach school several
years ago, and gently encouraged by her father, Beth resolves to put her trust in
God and bravely face any challenge that comes her way. But the conditions in
Coal Valley are even worse than she'd feared. A recent mining accident has left
the town grieving and at the mercy of the mining company. The children have
had very little prior education, and many of the locals don't even speak English.
There isn't even a proper schoolhouse. In addition, Beth's heart is torn between
two young men--both Mounties, one a lifelong friend and the other a kind, quiet
man who comes to her aid more than once. Despite the many challenges, Beth is
determined to make a difference in the rustic frontier town. But when her sister
visits from the East, reminding her of all the luxuries she's had to give up, will
Beth decide to return to her privileged life as soon as the school year is over? A
special companion story to Hallmark Channel's When Calls the Heart TV series
An annotated bibliography covering the best in historical fiction set all around the
world
When Calls the HeartHallmark Channel Special Movie EditionBaker Books
Celebrate the season with this New York Times bestselling wintry tale that will
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have readers of all ages believing in the magic of Christmas. This is one to pull
out every year and savor all winter long! In the merry tradition of classics like The
Polar Express, this special picture book captures the holiday spirit. This is a
timeless classic one to reread every year and savor all winter long! Long ago, a
brave little girl named Anja wanted to be one of Santa's elves.So she leaves a
note for her family and helps her elderly neighbor prepare for the holiday, then
she straps on her skis, and heads out into the snowy landscape. From a red bird
to a polar bear to a reindeer, a menagerie of winter animals help Anja make her
way to Santa. A generous trim-size, matte cover, extraordinary photographs, and
foiled title make this a special book for the holiday season. And don't miss the
other "Wish" books: The Reindeer Wish The Tiny Wish The Brave Little Puppy
The Puppy's Wish The Polar Bear Wish
A beloved series from Janette Oke! Nothing in her cultured upbringing prepared
Elizabeth for life in the West. The frontier will test this teacher's faith but also stir
her heart. Includes: 1 When Calls the Heart 2 When Comes the Spring 3 When
Breaks the Dawn 4 When Hope Springs New 5 Beyond the Gathering Storm 6
When Tomorrow Comes
A rash of teen suicides shakes the remote Newfoundland village that Rachel Mills
calls home. As Rachel helps the school investigate, painful memories from her
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past – events she’s worked very hard to forget – resurface and won’t go back
into the grave where they belong. As if she didn’t have enough problems with
her personal life! Her beloved 93-year-old neighbor falls ill. The man Rachel’s in
love with moves into her house–along with his girlfriend, the most perfect woman
in creation. And a strung-out wreck of a woman claiming to be Rachel’s
biological mother shows up on her doorstep. But it isn’t until a local boy with a
talent for spellwork is attacked by a mysterious stranger that Rachel asks the
question she’s avoided her whole life: how powerful can a Spirit Caller like
herself become?
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